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Experience the Magic of Rotary with the
Rotary Club of Midtown Butuan as we
celebrate a momentous announcement!
We are thrilled to share that our
incoming President for Rotary Year 2024-
2025 will once again be led by the
esteemed Charter President, Ma. Theresa
M. Salise. This incredible news has filled
our club with immense honor and
delight. We recognize the exceptional
leadership and skills that this remarkable
superwoman possesses, and we are
privileged to have her at the helm once
more. With her guidance, passion, and
dedication, we are confident that our
club will continue to thrive and make a
lasting impact in our community and
beyond. 

Join us as we embark on this exciting
journey together, embracing the magic of
Rotary and the promise of a brighter
future ahead!

The Magic of Rotary for the upcoming Rotary Year 2024-2025

PETS-SETS 2024 convened in Dumaguete City
on April 11-12, bringing together Presidents and
Secretaries from 100 clubs for a comprehensive
training event. This gathering served as a vital
platform for club leaders to enhance their skills,
exchange ideas, and gain valuable insights to
effectively navigate the upcoming Rotary year. 

continues to page 2 



Through interactive workshops,
informative sessions, and
collaborative discussions, participants
delved into various aspects of club
management, strategic planning, and
service project implementation. 

The event fostered a spirit of
camaraderie and collaboration among
attendees, empowering them to lead
their clubs with confidence and
purpose. With a focus on fostering
leadership excellence and promoting
Rotary's mission of service above self,
PETS-SETS 2024 provided an
invaluable opportunity for club
leaders to connect, learn, and grow as
they work towards making a positive
impact in their communities and
beyond.
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PETS-SETS 2024 continues from page 1 ..

President Elect Ma. Theresa M. Salise and Secretary Elect
Rizalina dela Peña epitomize the essence of effective leadership
and collaboration within the Rotary Club of Midtown Butuan for
Rotary Year 2024-2025. Their unwavering dedication, exemplary
skills, and shared vision have propelled the club towards
achieving new heights of success and impact in service to the
community.

As President-Elect, Ma. Theresa M. Salise brings a wealth of
experience, passion, and innovation to her role. Her visionary
leadership style inspires members to embrace new ideas,
initiatives, and projects that address pressing community needs
and advance Rotary's mission. Complementing her leadership is
Secretary Elect Rizalina dela Peña, whose meticulous attention
to detail, organizational prowess, and dedication to service
ensure smooth operations and effective communication within
the club.

Together, PE Ma. Theresa and SE Rizalina form a dynamic
partnership that drives the club forward with purpose and
determination. Their collaborative approach fosters a culture of
teamwork, inclusivity, and excellence, empowering members to
make a meaningful difference in the lives of others. With their
leadership and skills at the helm, the Rotary Club of Midtown
Butuan is poised for a year of continued growth, impact, and
service to humanity.
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With the President-Elect and Secretary-
Elect of Area 3I and 3J, alongside
Incoming Assistant Governors Maricel
Cosme of Area 3I and Jeffrey
Honculada of Area 3J, the Rotary
community anticipates a year of
dedication and service for Rotary Year
2024-2025. 

Their smiles reflect their readiness to
embark on this journey of leadership,
collaboration, and impact. Together,
they embody the spirit of Rotary,
committed to making a positive
difference in their communities and
beyond. 

As they prepare to take on their roles,
their enthusiasm and determination
inspire confidence and optimism for
the year ahead.
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Amidst the applause and anticipation,
Incoming District New Generation Service
Chair Rosalyn N. Cortel gracefully walked
down the aisle as her name was called,
embodying a spirit of readiness and
enthusiasm. With each step, she embraced
the new challenges and opportunities
awaiting her in this Rotary Year of the New
Generation. Her dedication to service and
passion for empowering youth shone
brightly as she took on this vital leadership
role. 

As she assumed her position, Rosalyn
brought with her a wealth of experience,
innovative ideas, and a deep commitment
to Rotary's mission. With her guidance, the
district is poised to embark on a journey of
growth, impact, and positive change,
empowering the next generation to thrive
and make a difference in their
communities. 

Rosalyn's presence symbolizes the spirit of
renewal and forward-thinking that defines
Rotary's dedication to service above self.

Embracing New Challenges: Rosalyn N. Cortel Assumes
District New Generation Service Chair Role

At the District Training Assembly 2024, President
Jennifer Marie Alaba ( Club Service Project Chair ),
Grace Gaborno ( Club Membership Chair ) , and  
Teresita Muriel Corvera-Si ( Club Public Image
Chair )  participated eagerly. With dedication and
enthusiasm, they embraced their new club roles
for Rotary Year 2024-2025. Their presence
underscored their commitment to excellence and
service, reflecting the spirit of leadership and
collaboration within the Rotary community.
Together, they are poised to make a meaningful
impact in the coming year.
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During the break-out session..

During the second day of the District Training
Assembly 2024, participants were dispersed to
various locations for breakout sessions, marking a
pivotal moment in their training journey. Each
individual was assigned to a specific venue,
immersing themselves in focused discussions and
interactive learning experiences tailored to their
respective areas of interest and expertise.

The event proved to be a resounding success, with
attendees expressing satisfaction with the quality of
training provided. Speakers were noted for their
thorough preparation and articulate delivery,
effectively conveying their insights and knowledge
on a diverse range of topics. From leadership
development, Rotary Foundation,  to community
service strategies, participants benefited from the
expertise and passion of each presenter, gaining
valuable insights and practical skills to apply in their
Rotary endeavors.

Overall, the DTA 2024 served as a platform for
meaningful engagement, collaboration, and growth
within the Rotary community. As participants
returned to their clubs inspired and equipped with
new knowledge, the impact of this training event
promises to resonate throughout the Rotary district,
driving positive change and excellence in service for
RY 2024-2025.

District Training Assembly:
Where passion meets purpose,
and knowledge ignites action,
shaping leaders who inspire

change and transform
communities.
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Fellowships continues..
The Rotary Club of Midtown Butuan radiated warmth and camaraderie as members gathered for a
delightful Fellowship Night, adorned in their vibrant summer attire. This lively event, held amidst
the backdrop of cheerful laughter and joyful conversations, epitomized the spirit of fellowship that
lies at the heart of Rotary.

As members mingled and connected, sharing stories and experiences, the bonds of friendship
were strengthened, and a sense of unity permeated the atmosphere. Amidst the hustle and bustle
of everyday life, Fellowship Night provided a welcome respite, offering members a chance to
unwind, relax, and bask in the company of like-minded individuals who share a common
dedication to service and community.

Throughout the evening, the air was filled with laughter and camaraderie, as members embraced
the opportunity to connect on a deeper level and forge lasting connections. From lively discussions
about upcoming service projects to heartfelt reminiscences of past accomplishments, Fellowship
Night served as a reminder of the power of unity and collaboration in Rotary.

As the night drew to a close, members departed with hearts full of gratitude and a renewed sense
of purpose, energized by the bonds of fellowship and inspired to continue their efforts in making a
positive difference in the world. Truly, Fellowship Night exemplified the essence of Rotary –
bringing people together, fostering connections, and spreading joy and goodwill in our
communities and beyond.
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12th Club Meeting
April 17, 2024 | 6:00 pm
Embassy Hotel, Butuan City

The Rotary Club of Midtown Butuan welcomes DILG Provincial Director Ellen Vee Chua and ANECO
Board of Director Rudy Ranoco as new members during the 12th Regular Club meeting  held at
Embassy Hotel. 

Having them with us will surely work magic in helping create a difference in the lives of so many
people and help build a better world.

CONGRATULATIONS and welcome to Rotary! Mabuhay ang RCMB!  

#CreateHopeInTheWorld 
#HopeCreatingYear
#RID3860
#SparklewithTWINKLE 
#rcmidtownbutuan

ROTARY CLUB OF MIDTOWN BUTUAN WELCOMES NEW ROTARIANS! 

Ellen Vee Chua 
DILG Provincial Director

Rudy Ranoco
 ANECO Board of Director 


